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I. Welcome to Our Adventure

1) Why have we created this project?

Limited return on investment for players: Currently, games offer
satisfying experiences, but once the game is finished, players derive
little tangible benefit from it. Competitions are often reserved for
the best players, leaving the majority without any reward.

Limited immersion between games: Today's video games often
target specific audiences, limiting immersion for players who enjoy
a variety of game mechanics. In addition, limited connectivity
between games prevents players from moving from one universe
to another without losing immersion.

Flaws of Play-to-Earn (P2E) models: Although Play-to-Earn (P2E)
models are popular, many P2E games neglect the player experience
by focusing solely on the financial aspect, resulting in a limited
gaming experience.

Metaverse limitations: Today's Metaverses are often reduced to
marketplaces or visual experiences, leaving players unsatisfied. An
attractive Metaverse needs to offer much more than a simple
commercial or visual transaction.

Underestimation of Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs): NFTs are often
perceived as speculative tools. However, we believe in their
potential to bring a community together and enhance the gaming
experience far beyond financial gain.

In creating Oxelta, we aim to solve these problems and
revolutionize the video game industry by offering an immersive,
connected and fair gaming experience, while harnessing Web3
technology to create an unprecedented gaming experience.

2) Why do we exist? 

Oxelta was born out of our passion for Web 3 and video games.
Our goal is to redefine video games by eliminating barriers. We see
the Metaverse as the future, a space where players from all over
the world can connect and share unique adventures. Oxelta
presents itself as an implementation of the latest technologies in a
universal, comprehensive video game with infinite possibilities.

We firmly believe that the P2E models supported by Web 3 go far
beyond the simple pursuit of financial profit. Our vision is to create
an ecosystem where rewards encompass the enhancement of the
gaming experience, community building and the personal
development of players.

We're here to meet gamers' expectations, put them first, and
revolutionize the industry in the process. Our global approach to
video games is fundamentally transforming the way gamers
experience gaming.
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3) Our vision 

"Breaking down barriers

At Oxelta, our vision is to release more than just a game, but an
experience that breaks down the barriers between today's digital
world and the real world, using Web 3 to make our impact real.
We're going even further by actively inviting our community to
participate in the creation of this universe, by connecting tokens,
characters and a multitude of other elements.

We use NFTs to provide each user with a personalized and valuable
experience, enabling everyone to stand out from the crowd within
our Metaverse. By fostering the connection between various game
mechanics and distributing wealth equitably within our community,
we are removing current limits. Our ultimate goal is to place our
players at the heart of our development, rather than focusing
exclusively on corporate interests. Our aim is for Oxelta to become
an integral part of our users' daily lives, bringing a dose of fun and
change to the way they play and, more generally, the way they live
and perceive the world.

4) Our mission

“Liberate Gaming”

We aspire to transcend video game conventions by pushing back
the boundaries of the gaming experience. For us, "Unleashing
Gaming" means much more than providing entertainment. It
means breaking down the barriers between the virtual and the real,
exploring new technological frontiers, and above all, enabling every
gamer to become an essential player in our universe.

We're committed to unlocking the potential of gaming through
innovative use of Web 3 and NFTs. Our mission is to offer an
experience where every player can stand out, where tokens,
characters and other elements are connected to create a
captivating Metaverse. By fostering connection between game
mechanics, distributing wealth equitably, and placing our players at
the heart of our development, we're breaking down current
barriers to create a transformative gaming experience.

With Oxelta, we liberate gaming from conventional constraints,
bringing pleasure, change and a new way of perceiving the world
through the lens of play. Our mission goes beyond the video game
industry to create a revolution in the way we play, live and interact
with the virtual world.
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5 Our objectives

1. Create an Immersive Metaverse: Our main objective is to
develop an innovative Metaverse that redefines gaming
experiences, offering a connected and captivating universe for
everyone.

2. Personalized P2E experience: We aim to provide a unique
experience for every player by using NFTs for personalization, so
that every user is unique within our Metaverse.

3. Fairness and Prosperity: We believe in decentralization and aim
to fairly redistribute the wealth generated by our ecosystem,
fostering a thriving and active community.

4. Promoting Web 3: We encourage the adoption of Web 3 by
demonstrating its benefits in video games, raising awareness of
blockchain and NFTs, and making the experience user-friendly for
all.

5. Continuous Innovation: We are committed to staying at the
forefront of innovation by exploring new technologies and game
mechanics.

6.Action Plan

To realize this ambitious vision, we have a multi-stage plan:

Creation of our Token: Our Metaverse will have its own Token, at
the heart of our ecosystem to encourage participation and wealth
creation.

Creation of Character NFTs: We will develop unique NFTs to
enable players to personalize their experience and stand out from
the crowd.

P2E Mobile launch: A first P2E experience on mobile will offer a
glimpse of our Metaverse and stimulate participation.

Community Competitions: Tournaments will bring our
community together, strengthening bonds between players and
demonstrating our commitment to a unique, immersive
experience.

With these steps, we will inevitably progress towards our vision of
revolutionizing the video game industry by putting gamers first. Join
us in this adventure, in this video game revolution that is taking
shape thanks to Oxelta.
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II. The Oxelta Ecosystem

The Oxelta ecosystem is the foundation on which our Metaverse
and P2E will be built.

Oxelta's ambition is to transform the gaming experience through
Web 3, exploiting its potential while offering users the option of not
interacting with this technology if they prefer. The easy creation of
an account via Google will make it possible to associate a Polygon
address for participation. Purchasing our NFTs in euros/dollars will
be possible without the need for a dedicated account. Web 3 will
remain discreet in the background for users unfamiliar with its use.

1) Our Basic Ecosystem

1. OXELTA account: The first step in participating in Oxelta is to
create an account. This operation will initially take place on our
website, assigning a Polygon address to the customer's account if
they don't already have one, and will then continue on our
application. Unlockable titles will be associated with player
accounts in the form of non-transferable NFTs, adding a unique
dimension to the player experience.

2. Access to Oxelta games: To enter our games, users will need an
Oxo Warrior in NFT format, the main element of our universe.
There are two ways of acquiring an NFT Oxo Warrior: primary sale
or the Marketplace, where a simple account will suffice. The NFT
Oxo Warrior allows you to take part in Oxelta's first P2E.

3. OXLT Token: Our OXLT Token will be required to use the
features of our gaming platform. The Token will be the reward for
our P2E, allowing you to acquire goods and participate in its
economy. OXLT will be available at the start of the Oxelta project,
with part of its business model dedicated to P2E. OXLT will be
available through private sales, ICOs, AirDrop, exchanges (CEX and
then DEX) and, of course, through our games.

4. NFTs and equipment: At Oxelta, users will be able to equip
their Oxo Warriors NFTs with special equipment, which will also be
NFTs. These pieces of equipment will form an important part of the
gaming experience, offering players the chance to customize their
characters and improve them over time. Other elements will also
enrich this dimension.

5. Oxelta Application: Our Application will act as a hub for users,
enabling them to track their activities, manage their accounts and
access mobile P2E games and the Marketplace. The Application will
evolve in parallel with the development of the Metaverse.

6. Community and tournaments: Our aim is to create a dynamic
Metaverse where a community of players come together,
collaborate and compete. With this in mind, we'll be organizing
highly competitive tournaments with tempting jackpots for the
winners. 

In short, our core ecosystem is the first step in paving the way for
the future Metaverse.
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2) Our Metaverse and its games

Access to our Metaverse will be automatic when you own an Oxo
Warrior NFT. We'll also include the possibility of renting your NFT
Oxo Warrior. We want the Metaverse to be a place where players
come to share, create and discover new opportunities.

The visual aspect of our Metaverse will be designed in relation to
the Oxo Warrior families. At its center will be Sir Oxo's castle,
surrounded by 20 different neighborhoods. We'll be creating events
in the Metaverse, such as concerts, art exhibitions and events
directly linked to Oxelta. Some spaces will be in the form of NFTs,
allowing individuals to acquire them and define an economy
directly linked to their assets. The customization of purchased
locations will be visible on the map and will influence the player's
experience.

Our aim is to connect as many players as possible simultaneously.
Reality will force us to spread players over different sessions of the
Metaverse map, but we always group friends together to share the
gaming experience. We'll be giving more details on this technical
part later, but we're working hard to get all players together
simultaneously.

At launch, a story will unfold across the entire virtual world we've
created. This MMO RPG (Massively Multiplayer Online Role-Playing
Game) in PVE (Player versus Environment) will be offered in team or
solo mode, based mainly on the lore of Oxelta.

This adventure will be the first part of the Lore of Oxelta game,
aimed at better understanding Oxelta and its history.

Later on, we'll be creating more complete P2E games. We plan to
create games with different mechanics, allowing players to change
mechanics while remaining in a connected universe. These PVP
(Player versus Players) games will offer OXLT rewards. In addition,
we will allow players to wager with OXLT tokens, within reasonable
limits, to increase the potential revenue from each game.

Oxelta will also offer short-term competitions for all players, with
substantial rewards for the winners. We'll be challenging the
community with ephemeral events, an idea directly inspired by Sir
Oxo's Tournament, Oxelta's first community event.

Oxelta doesn't want to remain in a closed universe. We'll also be
inviting development teams to create games and events. The best
ones will work directly with the Oxelta team to integrate them into
our world. In addition, we'll be partnering with existing games to
integrate them directly into our Metaverse. Of course, we'll be
adding a Web 3 and P2E dimension to keep things in line with
Oxelta's own dynamic, rewarding with the OXLT token.

Our Metaverse is an ambitious vision, but players, wouldn't you like
more? We'll keep you informed of developments and upcoming
games. When the Oxelta Metaverse arrives, we promise to listen to
the community and evolve for you, the players.
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III. OXLT token

1) Token

Oxelta, in order to boost its games and reward its community,
issues a Token on the Polygon Blockchain. This Token, named
OXLT; is a utility token. It is required to access the gaming
platform's services. All uses will require consuming OXLT tokens.
The OXLT token will be consumed by the community only within
the project. With a maximum total quantity of 10,000,000,000,
OXLT is designed as a fixed token, where the number of Tokens in
circulation cannot be changed.

The Polygon Blockchain offers a secure, scalable and decentralized
environment, which will enable Oxelta to implement its gaming
and rewards ecosystem seamlessly and efficiently. What's more,
the Polygon blockchain is EVM compatible, making it possible to
consider partnerships with projects established on other EVM
blockchains.

We will explore in detail the different aspects of the OXLT Token:
utility, distribution, cliff, vesting, community engagement.

2) Utility Token

The Token plays a central role in our ecosystem, as an essential
element of all transactions and interactions. It is designed to offer
versatile utility and promote user engagement in our Metaverse.
Here are the main uses of the token:

a) Utility before Metaverse

P2E mobile: The OXLT Token will be used to access additional
games and also to acquire one resurrection per game, reinforcing
the competitive dimension of our first two mobile games.

Sir Oxo Tournament: Each player has the opportunity to enhance
the power of his Oxo Warriors NFTs by using OXLTs during duels.
This increases strength, giving all participants a fair opportunity to
improve their chances in a Community Tournament duel. Details of
this mechanic can be found in Part VIII: Sir Oxo's Tournament.

Marketplace: Our Marketplace will enable peer-to-peer (C2C)
transactions with our Token. Users will be able to buy, sell and
trade their NFTs, creating a dynamic economic ecosystem.

Player's title: We'll be introducing honorary titles to reward actions
carried out on. The titles will be associated with specific OXLT-
related achievements, recognizing users' contributions (see Player
Title Annexes).
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Categories Token %

Private Sale 500 000 000 5%

ICO 1 000 000 000 10%

Liquidity 1 200 000 000 12%

Aidrop Early 300 000 000 3%

Sir OXO Tournament 200 000 000 2%

Blocking Plan 1 000 000 000 10%

P&E Reward 2 500 000 000 25%

Marketing & Community 1 000 000 000 10%

Team 800 000 000 8%

Treasury 1 500 000 000 15%

Total 10 000 000 000 100%

b) Utility after Metaverse

For phase 2 of our development, we plan to introduce new features
and benefits for our Token:

Special skins for certain games (B2C): Users will be able to
acquire special skins with their Tokens to customize and/or
transform their characters, enhancing their gaming experience.

Game advantages: the Token will offer unique advantages on
certain games, making the gaming experience even more
immersive and competitive.

Participating in Special Missions: Users will be able to use the
Token to participate in special missions, expanding gameplay
possibilities and offering unique rewards.

Betting Against Other Players: The Token will enable participants
to bet against other players during certain activities, adding a
further competitive dimension to our Metaverse.

Combat Pass per Season: Oxelta will be introducing seasons
accompanied by a Combat Pass. This will be acquired via our
Token. Possession of a Seasonal Combat Pass will unlock exclusive
rewards as you progress through the levels.

By encouraging user/player adoption and engagement, the Token
creates a dynamic and stimulating economy within our platform.
These multiple use cases ensure that the Token plays a central role
in the user experience, both in the initial and future phases of
Oxelta's development.

2)Token Economics 

OXLT distribution:
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a) Private sale

At the public launch of our Token, our first initiative will be to
organize a private sale. This will represent 5% of the total allocation
and will be detailed in section IV, including its price, cliff and
vesting. This private sale marks the inauguration of our token on
the market and will be accessible to a maximum of 150 investors
carefully selected by Oxelta.

b) ICO

After the private sale, we will launch the ICO, during which we will
make available 10% of the total quantity of our token. This ICO will
take place over a period of 60 days, subject to a limited allocation of
tokens for this phase. It is important to note that we will offer three
different prices for the Token, justified by different cliff and vesting
periods. In addition, the Token price will increase linearly over time
to encourage community participation in the ICO.
We are offering our community a unique opportunity to become
actively involved in our project by acquiring Tokens and
contributing to our collective success. For more details, please see
section IV on the ICO.

c) Liquidity

We are allocating 12% to liquidity. Our first action is at the end of
the ICO, 30% of the funds raised will be used to form a liquidity
pool managed by Oxelta.

In the event of maximum sales during the ICO, we plan to build up
a liquidity pool of around $500,000, made up of 2.63% of the total
supply, thus facilitating trading. The DEX price will be determined
by the last ICO price.
The remainder of the liquidity tokens will be held for proposal to
centralized exchange platforms (CEX) in order to list the OXLT on
these platforms and make it as accessible as possible to all users.

d) Airdrop Early

To boost our project, we are organizing an Airdrop with 3% of the
supply destined for 7,500 people on the Zealy platform. This
AirDrop will be competitive with a ranking system, with players
gaining experience through their actions. 
This Airdrop takes place over a period of activity that begins with
the announcement of our ICO and ends with the end of the ICO.
However, to ensure a fair and stable distribution of tokens, we use
an initial Cliff mechanism of two months, followed by a Vesting
period of three months.

Airdrop distribution table :

Ranking % Supply %/User Token Token/User

1-10 0,07% 0,0070% 7 000 000 700 000

11-110 0,40% 0,0040% 40 000 000 400 000

111-1110 1,20% 0,0012% 120 000 000 120 000

1111-7500 1,33% 0,0002% 133 000 000 20 814
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e) Sir OXO Tournament

As part of the Sir Oxo Tournament, which represents our very first
community competition, we have set aside 2% of Tokenomics for
rewards. The distribution of these Tokens is transparent and
straightforward. The maximum number of duel phases allowed in
the tournament is 43, as detailed in the tournament rules. The first
two stages of the Heaven of Ascendants, the Land of the Fallen and
the final will not give rise to OXLT rewards.

For each duel, a fair share of 2.5% of the Sir Oxo Tournament
tokens is at stake. The duel winners share this 2.5% share of the
tournament tokens equally. This process is repeated until the final.
You'll find a detailed payout table in the appendix.

It is essential to note that some dueling phases may be cancelled
for two reasons: the number of Oxo Warriors sold before the start
of the Sir Oxo Tournament, which influences the number of duels
in the first arena in the Heaven of Ascendants, and the fact that
arenas in the Land of the Fallen, linked to the equipment of a Sir
Oxo Grace (NFT not compulsory), may vary according to
participation. OXLTs not distributed at the end of the tournament
will be allocated to "P2E Rewards" for subsequent redistribution to
the community.

OXLTs won in Sir OXO Tournament duels will be subject to a 6-
month vesting period from the end of the tournament.

These OXLTs will not be associated with the portfolio of the player
who won with an Oxo Warrior. They will be attributed to the
portfolio holding this Oxo Warrior at the time of the transfer of part
of the OXLTs.

f) P2E Rewards
  
Oxelta is an ecosystem dedicated to P2E (Play-to-earn). We will
regularly introduce new activities and games, offering users the
chance to earn OXLT tokens.
This category of tokens represents 25% of the total offer. These
Tokens will be distributed to players according to their commitment
and active participation in our games.

Oxelta will not be able to sell this category of Tokens by any means.
They are strictly reserved for players and can only be acquired
through participation and interaction in our games.

The P2E reward category has a waiting period with a cliff of one
month, and will be subject to a vesting period of 50 months. 

The aim is to create a consistent distribution of P2E rewards. In this
way, a disconnect is established between the release of Tokens and
the quantity that can be earned. Once the balance of OXLTs has
been used up in the P2E rewards address, we ensure the
sustainability of the P2E model by enriching the value proposition
within our games.

The use of OXLTs will allow funds to be accumulated and
reallocated within P2E, ensuring the sustainability of Oxelta's
model.
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g) Marketing & Community 

We reserve 10% of the total offer to support our marketing
initiatives, including giveaways on social networks, targeted
promotions, partnerships with specialized content creators and
compensation for our active Discord members.

Of this 10%, 5% is made available to Oxelta and will be partially
used for ICO affiliation, followed by a 19-month vesting period. This
vesting is designed to limit excessive marketing actions and protect
OXLT holders against a flood of Tokens.

We value our community and are committed to using these
resources responsibly to drive the growth and visibility of our
project.

h) Blocking Plan

Oxelta's Blocking Plan is designed to reward members of our
community who choose to retain their Tokens in anticipation of the
Metaverse launch. Under this program, 10% of the total supply of
OXLT Tokens has been reserved.

We would like to highlight the key rules of this program:

Eligibility for the Blocking Plan Program: To be eligible for
this program, you must receive OXLT tokens as part of the
following actions: private sale, ICO, AirDrop, Sir Oxo
Tournament, P2E Reward, the blocking plan itself, Marketing-
Community, Team. The acquisition of tokens outside these
actions does not offer the advantage of the blocking plan.

Quantity of Tokens Eligible: The quantity of Tokens eligible for
the blocking plan will be determined and 1.5% of this quantity
will be distributed each month.

Capitalized interest: Tokens acquired via the blocking plan will
increase the quantity of eligible Tokens, creating compound
interest.

Transparency: We will publish monthly updates to keep you
informed of the status of the program. 

Smart contract: The blocking plan is based on a smart contract
that tracks transactions between Oxelta's portfolios and yours
as part of the actions mentioned. The contract determines a
quantity of OXLT eligible for the program.
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Example: I obtained 20,000 OXLT through an AirDrop and bought
20,000 OXLT on a DEX. The blocking plan mechanism determines that
you hold 20,000 OXLT eligible for the blocking plan. If you don't reduce
the quantity of eligible tokens, you'll earn: 20,000 * 1.5 / 100 = 300
additional OXLTs, bringing your total eligible OXLTs to 20,300, which will
then become your basis for calculating the second month's interest
(and so on). Your portfolio will then contain a total of 40,300 OXLTs.
However, if you sell more than 20,000 OXLTs, you will reduce your
eligibility for the blocking plan.

We have calculated that if all participants follow the plan, the 10%
of the total offer allocated to the blocking plan will be distributed
after 24 months, provided everyone follows the plan and Oxelta
deploys all the Tokens released. 

However, it is possible that in the future not all conditions and not
all participants will participate in the blocking plan over the planned
period. 

In this case, from January 2030 onwards, the remaining parts of the
blocking plan will be returned to Oxelta's treasury. This means that
if some participants do not maintain their tokens in accordance
with the blocking plan criteria until the end, the corresponding
tokens will be returned to Oxelta from the beginning of 2030.

i) Treasury

We have reserved 15% of OXLT Tokens for our treasury, with a 12-
month cliff period, followed by a 36-month vesting period. This
cash is strategically positioned outside our current financial plan,
and its use will be exclusively dedicated to improving the Metaverse
and Oxelta and its games.

J) Team
  
The Oxelta team's share of the allocation represents 8% and will be
locked in for 16 months. This is to ensure that private sale, ICO and
airdrop investors receive their tokens before the team. Team
vesting will be spread over 32 months.

Our aim is to demonstrate our commitment to the preparation of
the Metaverse while ensuring the transparency and trust of our
community by aligning our interests with theirs.
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IV) Private sale and ICO

For the launch of the OXLT token, we will first hold a private sale.
Oxelta will select investors, with a limit of 150 participants, with the
aim of reaching a target of $400,000. This money will finance the
communication plan for the Oxelta project and help build the
mobile application. Once the private sale is over, we'll offer an ICO
(initial coin offering) to the public. This ICO aims to raise $1,500,000. 

This money will be used for the full development of phase 1:

1) Private Sale

The OXLT Private Sale represents an allocation of 5% of the supply
of our Token and is planned for the end of the fourth quarter of
2023, with the possibility of an extension until the beginning of the
first quarter of 2024, depending on the results obtained at this
stage. This private sale will be held exclusively on our Web App,
accessible from the oxelta.io website. Please note that to
participate, KYC/KYB validation will be required, guaranteeing
security and compliance.

To register for the private sale, you have two options: the first is to
be contacted directly by Oxelta, which will give you access to a
privileged whitelist. The second option is to submit your request
after registering on our website. Please note that the number of
participants is limited to 150.

During the private sale, the OXLT Token will be offered at a fixed
price of $0.0008 throughout the pre-sale period. You'll have the
option of buying OXLT using Fiat or USDT funds, offering payment
flexibility.

In addition, a 6-month cliff will be implemented, followed by a 10-
month vesting to ensure a progressive distribution of Tokens. This
step will be implemented after the conclusion of our ICO, marking
the start of Token issuance.

The minimum investment required to participate in the private sale
is $800. For more ambitious investors, a maximum investment of
$40,000 is possible.

Expenses Amount

Technical requirements $100 000

Team building $100 000

Application $200 000

Sir OXO Tournament $100 000

P2E Mobile $100 000

Metaverse base $200 000

Marketing $200 000

Token Liquidity $500 000

Total $1 500 000
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It is essential to note that the private sale takes place before the
Token is created. By participating in this phase, investors will
receive an NFT indicating the quantity of OXLT purchased. This NFT
can be traded on Oxelta's secondary market, giving private sale
investors the flexibility to decide to sell their entire investment. This
NFT facilitates the transformation of an illiquid market into a liquid
one by enabling the sale of the NFT on a per-to-per basis.

The NFT guarantees the private sale: at the end of the cliff, the final
holder of the NFT will receive the OXLTs associated with the private
sale according to the planned vesting.

Cliff and vesting are expressed in months. The token is expressed
in million units.

2) Public ICO

The total quantity of Tokens allocated to the public ICO will be 10%
of the total supply. The public ICO will begin 60 days after the end
of the pre-sale and will run for a period of 60 days.

Our ICO comes with 3 pricing options for the OXLT Token,
depending on cliff and vesting periods. This approach will enable
investors to customize their investments by choosing the structure
that suits them best. In addition, a 1% increase in the ICO tier price
will be applied every 6 days, i.e. more than a 10% increase, to
reward early investors.

This table shows the ICO tiers and their token allocations.

Cliff and vesting are expressed in months. Token is expressed in
million units.

3) ICO affiliation 

For the Oxelta ICO, you can obtain an affiliate link. There are two
ways to receive this affiliate link. The first is to take part in the
private sale, while the second is to invest a minimum of $500 in the
ICO.

Phase Initial price Final price Cliff Vesting Tokens Min. Max.

P1 $0,00130 $0,00144 4 8 350M $100 $5 000

P2 $0,00150 $0,00165 2 6 400M $100 $5 000

P3 $0,00172 $0,0019 - - 250M - $10 000
Phase Price Cliff Vesting Tokens Min. Max.

Private $0,0008 6 10 500M $800 $40 000
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Each referral who invests in the ICO using the affiliate link will grant
his or her sponsor 3% of the OXLT invested as a reward. 
For the referrer, the benefit lies in the fact that the use of an
affiliate link guarantees the initial unit price for his investment,
avoiding the price evolution of the ICO every 6 days.
It is important to note that the 3% Tokens offered to the sponsor
will be taken from the supply dedicated to Marketing and
Community, and these Tokens will be immediately available on
issue of the OXLT.

4) Initial listing price

The initial quotation price of the OXLT Token will therefore be set at
the final value of the last public price, i.e. $0.0019. To reach this
value, we are allocating 30% of the revenues generated by the ICO
to a liquidity fund, equivalent to around $500,000. In addition,
around 2.63% of the supply (taken from the "liquidity" section) will
be dedicated to the creation of a liquidity pool, enabling the OXLT
to be set up on a decentralized exchange (DEX).

V) NFT
 
Oxelta's world places NFTs at the heart of its development. We're
convinced that Web 3.0 technologies will play an essential role in
the future of video games, and that's what we want to convey.

Oxo Warriors represent the main NFTs in our universe, allowing
holders to access our world and enjoy the various games and
events we offer. They can be customized with a variety of
accessories, offering the possibility of modifying their appearance
or enhancing their performance according to the games on offer.

1) Oxo Warriors:

Oxo Warriors are the main NFTs in our universe. They are the entry
ticket to our Metaverse, offering access to our various P2E games.

The total number of Oxo Warriors is set at 1,048,576. We've chosen
this number to bring together a community that can accommodate
hundreds of thousands of players from all over the world. What's
more, this number is a multiple of 2 (2^20), which allows us to have
an even number of players when setting up tournaments, such as
the Sir Oxo Tournament, or duel-based games.

Rarity levels: 

We've created three levels of rarity for our Oxo Warriors characters,
based on visual aspects, specific quantities and design features.
Each level of rarity offers a distinctive value to our characters and
contributes to the diversity of our universe. Each Oxo Warrior is
carefully designed to be unique and precious.
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Legendary Rare Commun

Nbr. of “X” 2 1 -

Supply 1 050 105 000 942 526

% 0,1% 10,01% 89,89%

2) Artifacts
 
Artifacts are types of NFT designed to enhance Oxo Warriors. Each
game will use artifacts in its own unique way. Each player can own
an artifact, defined as a weapon or weapons. There are as many
artifacts as Oxo Warriors, i.e. 1,048,576.

For the Sir Oxo Tournament, artifacts add power to the character,
the legendary adds 25 power, the rare 20 and the common 15.

LEGENDARY RARE COMMUN

Oxo Warriors are distinguished by their rarity, offering different
advantages in certain games. The rarer the NFT, the more
interesting the associated benefits. What's more, we've created 20
families of NFTs, and the number of Oxo Warriors in each family
will be revealed when the packs are distributed. These families will
offer specific benefits linked to their membership in the future of
the project.
 
For the Sir Oxo Tournament, each soldier will benefit from a level of
power granted according to its rarity. Legendary soldiers will have a
power level of 50, rare soldiers will have a power level of 35, while
common soldiers will have a power level of 25.

Legendary Rare Commun

Creation 2 shiny weapons 2 weapons 1 weapon

Supply 1 050 105 000 942 526

% 0,1% 10,01% 89,89%

LEGENDARY RARE COMMUN
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4) Sales

a) Packs

Oxelta pre-sales offer a unique opportunity for players to engage
with our online game world from the very beginning. We offer 3
different packs, each with exclusive offers:

It is important to note that purchasing a pack will allocate NFTs to
you on a random basis. There will be no guaranteed rarity level
when purchasing packs.
However, when our Marketplace is released, you'll be able to buy
NFTs on the secondary market that have already been revealed,
and for which you'll therefore know the rarity in advance.

Gold pack Silver pack Bronze pack

OXO Warrior 1 1 1

Sir OXO’s Grace 1 1 -

Artefact 1 - -

3) Grace of Sir OXO
 
The Grace of Sir Oxo is an exclusive NFT associated with the Sir Oxo
Tournament. It can be attached to a selected warrior, but once
attached cannot be removed. Its use is automatic and requires no
intervention on your part. The sale of an Oxo Warrior equipped
with this grace also entails the sale of the grace, which will be
clearly indicated on our marketplace.
 
This NFT gives you a second chance in the Sir Oxo Tournament. If
your equipped warrior loses a battle, he will be teleported to the
Land of the Fallen, where he will have another opportunity to take
part in the final.
 
Sir Oxo's Grace is specific to the Sir Oxo Tournament and cannot be
used for other tournaments or games. It takes the form of a gem
which changes color to indicate its status: blue for the heaven of
the ascended (no defeat), red for the land of the fallen (one defeat)
and black for final elimination.

Please note that Sir Oxo's Grace, as an NFT accessory, will be
burned at the end of the Sir Oxo tournament and will have no
use in future Oxelta games.

GOLD PACK SILVER PACK BRONZE PACK
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Purchases of these packs will be made via our web app on the
oxelta.io website and will be payable in FIAT as well as
cryptocurrency; details on these points will be communicated prior
to sales.

b) Whitelist

The Whitelist offers privileged access to the most active members
of the community. As well as benefiting from special rates on our
packs, Whitelist members will enjoy exclusive long-term advantages
such as access to private events and the chance to become beta
testers.
 
Here are the Whitelist pre-sale prices for our packs:
 

Bronze Pack: $19
Silver Pack: $29
Gold Pack: $35

What's more, for every purchase of 5 Gold packs, we're giving away
the sixth.
 
Access to the Whitelist will be via missions to be set up on the
Discord. Interested parties will have to meet certain conditions and
complete various missions to be eligible for the Whitelist. Whitelist
missions and details will be announced and posted on our
platform.

Being a Whitelist member has two major advantages in the first
phase of Oxelta. You'll receive a referral link after purchasing 5
packs, and you'll be compensated for every purchase made with
this link. The sponsor will receive 10% of the total amount of the
sale, and the sponsored member will benefit from a 10% discount
on his/her pack + for every 10 gold packs purchased by the
sponsored member, one gold pack is offered to the sponsor.

Whitelist members will have access to the sale of our packs 10 days
before the rest of the community. At the end of these 10 days,
purchase prices will revert to those of Public Sales.

c) Public Sales 
 
Public Sales will be divided into two stages. The first tier takes place
before Reveal, followed by tier 2 after Reveal. The purchase of 10
Gold packs offers an eleventh Gold pack and a referral link.
Sponsorship for public sales is 5% for the sponsor and a 10%
discount for the sponsored member + for every 10 Gold packs
purchased by the sponsored member, one Gold pack is offered to
the sponsor.
 
Here are the prices of the different packs during these phases:

Range 1 Range 2

Gold Pack $45 $55

Silver Pack $39 $49

Bronze Pack $29 $39
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The purchase of a Bronze or Silver pack is irrevocable, and it is not
possible to upgrade a pack. For each Bronze or Silver pack
purchase, we offer an individual artifact at the primary sale. The
price of this artifact is $20. Sir Oxo's Grace, meanwhile, is available
for purchase exclusively for holders of an Oxo Warrior NFT without
Sir Oxo's Grace, and costs $15.

Our NFT sales strategy focuses on incremental growth, highlighting
special offers throughout the sales period to encourage continued
participation, reflecting our ambitious vision of an ever-expanding
ecosystem.

VI) Support

1) Oxelta account

Creating an Oxelta account is the first step to diving into our world,
where the Polygon blockchain (Matic) is at the heart of the
experience. We've designed this process to give you a smooth,
immersive experience. Here's what you can expect when you create
your Oxelta account:

Blockchain and wallet link: Oxelta is based on blockchain
technology, which means that every Oxelta account is automatically
linked to a wallet with Magic. This integration between your
account and wallet ensures seamless management of your digital
assets within the Oxelta ecosystem.

Login benefits: By logging into an Oxelta account, you open the
doors to our project's primary and secondary markets. What's
more, you gain access to exclusive benefits, whether you're part of
the Whitelist or choose to take part in our private sale. We're
committed to making the Oxelta experience accessible to all, which
is why KYC/KYB verification is only mandatory for ICO and private
sale participants. You also have the option of sharing an affiliate
link, offering you and your referrals benefits credited directly to
your account wallet.

Easy asset management: Your Oxelta account becomes the
central point for managing your Oxo Warriors and OXLTs. All our
games are accessible once you're logged in, and your rewards are
automatically routed to your wallet address. What's more, you
enjoy the freedom to transfer your OXLT tokens to other wallets,
giving you total control over your assets. The amount of blocking
plan you have planned will also be shown on your account, allowing
you to manage this plan. What's more, you can manage your NFTs
by offering them for sale directly on Oxelta's secondary market.
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Personalization with Titles: At Oxelta, we place great importance
on expressing your individuality, which is why we've introduced
"Titles". These Titles, in the form of non-transferable NFTs, allow
you to personalize your Oxelta account and make it truly unique.
To earn these Titles, you'll need to complete specific challenges. For
more details, please refer to the Title Appendix section. There are
16 of these Titles, and a special reward will be awarded to the first
10 to obtain them in full.

Advanced Security: We take your account security seriously. As
such, we offer advanced security features, such as two-factor
authentication (2FA), to protect access to your account from
unauthorized use.

Creating your Oxelta account is simple, fast and secure. It opens
the door to a constantly evolving world, where your experience is
our priority. Stay tuned for the latest news, updates and exciting
events in our ecosystem. Join us now for a unique adventure within
the Oxelta community.

2) Marketplace 

The integration of a Marketplace is an essential step in our Oxelta
project. To do this, we'll be using the BLOOM product from Smart-
Chain, our technical partner.

The Marketplace will be a blockchain-integrated platform,
guaranteeing transparency, traceability, and authentic ownership
of the digital assets exchanged. Initially, the Marketplace will be
available exclusively for Oxelta products, and will then evolve to
include Metaverse items and Oxelta-validated collections.

Key features of our Marketplace will include:

Asset listing: Each asset will have its own characteristics, which
will be shown directly in its asset data. This allows users to filter
the accuracy of their needs/wants. 

Search and discovery: Users will be able to browse and
discover the assets available on the platform using advanced
search filters, such as NFT category, price, rarity, families, etc.

Group sales of NFTs: Users will be able to offer group sales of
NFTs, bundling their digital assets into a single lot. This offers a
unique opportunity for buyers to acquire multiple NFTs in a
single transaction.

Secure purchases: Our Marketplace will provide a secure
payment system to facilitate transactions between buyers and
sellers. Security measures will be put in place to protect users
against fraud and scams.
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Diverse payment options: Our Marketplace will offer a variety
of payment methods, allowing users to choose between FIAT
and cryptocurrency payments. Users will be able to transact
using credit cards, e-wallets, as well as different
cryptocurrencies. This diversity of payment options will offer
maximum flexibility and accessibility to users.

Comprehensive dashboards: Our Marketplace will integrate
comprehensive dashboards offering users detailed tracking of
NFTs. They will be able to view NFT price variations according to
selected filters, receive customized alerts and notifications on
important price changes, compare prices of similar NFTs on the
market, and group all their digital assets into a global portfolio
for simplified management. These dashboards will provide
users with the information they need to make informed
decisions and optimize their experience on our marketplace.

We are committed to making our Marketplace a vibrant place
where users can find, exchange and enjoy a wide variety of digital
assets. The marketplace will be accessible via our Webapp on the
oxelta.io website, and shortly on our mobile app.

3) Mobile Application 

Our Mobile Application will be an essential complement to our
Oxelta project, offering users a convenient and immersive
experience. Here are the key features of our app:

Marketplace: The Application will include our Marketplace,
offering users a user-friendly interface to browse, buy and sell
the NFTs offered by Oxelta. This Marketplace will be adapted to
the App format, retaining the same functionality as our web
version for an optimal user experience.

Asset management : Users will be able to efficiently manage
their NFTs by putting them up for sale, viewing their special
features, organizing them, equipping them with artifacts, and
managing their Oxo Warriors NFTs. This functionality
guarantees an optimal experience for users, who will be able to
fully appreciate the special features of their digital assets.

Sir Oxo Tournament tracking: The App will enable users to
follow the Sir Oxo Tournament in real time. They will be able to
get updates on results, rankings, upcoming competitions and
special events related to the Tournament. This feature offers
users total immersion in the Sir Oxo Tournament.
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Access to mobile P2E and tracking of rankings: Our
Application will offer easy access to mobile P2E offered by
Oxelta. Users will be able to take part in interactive mobile
games, complete missions, collect rewards and earn Tokens or
other digital assets. In addition, the application will enable users
to track their ranking in mobile P2E, viewing their progress,
scores, achievements and comparing their performance with
other players. This feature will give users a competitive
dimension and motivate them to reach new goals.

This mobile Application will be available on all major mobile
platforms, such as iOS and Android, to ensure maximum
accessibility for our community.

We are committed to evolving our app to accompany the
Metaverse, offering new features and an immersive experience for
our users.
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VII) P2E Mobile

1) Flappy OXO

Game description: Flappy Oxo is a mobile arcade game in which
players guide a Flappy Oxo, the Oxo Warrior's pet, through golden
pipes, avoiding touching them. By tapping on the screen, players
make the Flappy Oxo fly and must pass through the pipe openings
to earn points. The game is based on simple, addictive mechanics,
offering an engaging gaming experience.

2) Rocket OXO

Game description: Rocket OXO is an exciting 3D mobile game in
which players guide Oxo Warriors equipped with an Oxo Rocket
across a constantly moving map. They must tilt their mobile device
or use a cursor to avoid obstacles and cover the greatest possible
distance. The game offers an immersive experience with a rapidly
unfolding environment, creating a sensation of speed and
adrenalin. Players need to be fast and reactive to go as far as
possible. The game's simple yet addictive mechanics test players'
ability to adapt to a constantly accelerating universe.
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Oxo Warriors: Players can own and use Oxo Warriors, NFTs
available in different rarities (legendary, rare and common). Each
Oxo Warrior rarity allows a certain number of games per day, which
will be revealed for each game upon release. Players can buy, sell
and trade these NFTs. Owning several Oxo Warriors NFTs means
you can accumulate the number of games available per day, and
increase your chances of reaching the top of the leaderboard.

Utility: For the two P2E mobile games we're offering, the OXLT
Token will feature special functionalities. The first use of this Token
will enable players to acquire additional games. The second feature
offers players the chance to buy back a life in exchange for OXLT,
and can be used once per game. The quantities of Tokens required
for these features will be revealed at game launch, and will be
adjusted weekly to reflect the OXLT market price.

How it works Timing: Each day starts at a predefined time. At this
time, the number of games available for each Oxo Warrior NFT is
updated. If a player starts a game before this time and finishes it
afterwards, the number of games will be counted for the new day.
The results of games played at the end of the week will be counted
towards the new week, which will start at the set time. The
reference clock will be communicated at the start of the games.

Ranking and reward mechanism: Each week, a ranking will be
updated to reward the best scores in each game. The highest
scores will be recorded and displayed in the application, enabling
players to track their progress and participate in the weekly
ranking. The number of winners and specific rewards will be
announced when the games are launched.

VIII) Sir Oxo’s Tournament

The Sir Oxo Tournament is a competitive event we organize to
reward our community. Lasting 60 days, it is a marketing initiative
where a prize of $1,000,000 is at stake for the winner, and we offer
2% of OXLT tokenomics (supply) to participants as a reward. At the
same time, this tournament allows us to raise awareness of our
universe and offer an enriching P2E experience. Community
tournaments will be an integral part of our approach, with future
developments in our Metaverse.

The Sir Oxo Tournament is subject to a condition precedent for its
launch: minimum sales of 131,072 Packs.
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This condition precedent exists to ensure that we don't promise a
reward we can't deliver. Once this number of packs sold has been
reached, we will be able to guarantee payment of the final prize
and development of the project. Oxelta will communicate monthly
on pack sales via social networks, and will let you know when the
tournament starts.

As soon as you purchase an Oxo Warrior NFT, it is automatically
entered in the tournament. Please note that it is your Oxo Warrior
NFT that is registered, not your account. Therefore, when you sell
your Oxo Warrior NFT, you also transfer its place in the
tournament. There are two types of pools in the tournament: the
"Heaven of the Ascendants" and the "Land of the Fallen".

Purchasing a pack during the tournament will be possible if we
don't sell all the packs. However, packs purchased within 10 days of
the tournament launch will be allocated to the "Land of the Fallen",
which requires a Sir Oxo Grace.

As stated in the Sir Oxo Tournament section of tokenomics, tokens
won in the tournament will be subject to a 6-month vesting period
at the end of the tournament. Tokens will be associated with your
Oxo Warrior NFT and will be sent to the address of your Oxo
Warrior NFT.

The Sir Oxo Tournament is based entirely on Oxo Warriors NFTs
and their power, which is directly linked to their rarity. It's
important to note that Team Oxelta's Oxo Warriors are not eligible
to take part in the Tournament.

In addition, Oxo Warriors NFTs can equip artifacts to increase their
power, adding a strategic dimension to the Tournament. Here's the
power table detailing the values of Oxo Warriors and artifacts.

Artifacts can be equipped at any time during the Tournament.
However, it is essential to note that an artifact is associated with an
Oxo Warrior NFT for the duration of a tournament phase. This
means that an NFT Oxo Warrior can change artifact during a given
phase, but the artifact removed cannot be used by another Oxo
Warrior. In addition, for each duel, it is possible to use OXLTs to
increase the power of one's NFT Oxo Warrior. The maximum
increase in power allowed with OXLTs is 25 points.

What's more, we've created an NFT, Sir Oxo's Grace, exclusively for
this tournament. This NFT acts as a second chance during the
tournament and will be burned at the end.
For the final of the Sir Oxo Tournament, Oxelta will organize a
physical event broadcast live on social networks, allowing everyone
to witness the final in real time. We'll be releasing more information
about this in the future.

Legendary Rare Commun

Warriors 50/50 35/50 25/50

Artefacts 25/25 20/25 15/25
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The Heaven of Ascendants Land of the Fallen

Phase 1 X

Phase 2 X

Phase 3 X

Phase 4 X

Phase 5 X

Phase 6 X

Phase 7 X

Phase 8 X

Phase 9 Challenge of the Fallen

Phase 10 The Grand Final

1) The Heaven of Ascendants:

At the start of the tournament, Oxo Warriors are randomly
distributed throughout the Sky of Ascendants, an environment
made up of 4 distinct phases. The first phase begins with 32,768
arenas, each accommodating a maximum of 32 players. To enter
the next phase of the Sky of Ascendants, you must win your current
arena, after which you will face other arena winners in the next
phase.

Only Oxo Warriors NFTs who triumph in their respective arenas
have the privilege of continuing their ascent in the Sky of
Ascendants. However, if you lose a duel in the Sky of Ascendants,
you have two options:

If your warrior is not equipped with Sir Oxo's Grace, he is
eliminated from the tournament.
If, on the other hand, you are equipped with Sir Oxo's Grace,
you are redirected to the "Land of the Fallen".

2) Land of the Fallen:

The Land of the Fallen is introduced during the second phase of Sir
Oxo's Tournament and consists of 5 phases. Each of these phases
is deployed following a phase of the Heaven of Ascendants, offering
a chance for the vanquished to redeem themselves, with the
exception of the final phase of the Land of the Fallen, known as the
"Fallen Challenge".

Oxo Warriors equipped with Sir OXO's Grace and defeated in the
Heaven of Ascendants are automatically assigned to the Land of
the Fallen. However, it is important to note that an Oxo Warrior
who is not equipped with Grace must acquire it before the start of
the next phase, failing which he will be eliminated.

The Land of the Fallen follows a similar pattern to that of the
Heaven of the Ascendants, with arenas and duels. It's essential to
stress that defeat in this phase means permanent elimination from
the competition for the Oxo Warrior concerned.
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3) Arenas:

Whether in the Land of the Fallen or the Sky of the Ascending,
players are always divided into arenas of up to 32 participants. To
progress to the next stage, you must win a maximum of 5 Duels to
conquer your Arena.

Conquering an arena sends you to the next phase. It's important to
understand that an arena may not be complete. This will allow you
to reduce the number of duels you have to win in order to move on
to the next phase.

4) Duels :

Once players have been assigned to an Arena, you engage in Duels.
These Duels are subject to a time limit, and each Oxo Warrior can
only take part in one Duel per day. The power of each Oxo Warrior
NFT, which is determined by its rarity, can be increased by adding
an artifact. In addition, the power of your NFT Oxo Warrior can be
increased by 25 points using OXLTs.

A random factor is then applied, based on the cumulative power of
the two opponents, to determine the winner using an impartial
algorithm. It's important to note that having less power than your
opponent reduces your chances of victory, although this doesn't
automatically lead to inevitable defeat.

Example: Let's consider an Oxo Warrior with a base power of 50,
equipped with an artifact of 15 extra power points, with a boost of 25
power points using OXLTs. He faces an Oxo Warrior with 25 power
points. Total points reach 115, with 90 points for Player A and 25 points
for Player B. The algorithm randomly selects one point from the 115
available, and the player to whom this point is awarded is designated
the winner of the duel.
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5) The Fallen Challenge:

The Fallen Challenge is phase 9 of the tournament and takes place
in the Land of the Fallen. At this stage, we already know the finalist
from Ascendant Heaven, and the final phase 8 of Fallen Earth ends
with 4 winners. These will face off in two Duels to determine the
finalist for the Land of the Fallen.

6) Temporality and Tournament Phase:

Each soldier can only play one Duel per day. Since 5 battles must be
won to conquer an Arena, a phase lasts 5 days. Between each
phase, we give players 2 days' rest (except at the end of the first
phase, when we give them 5 days' rest) so that they can define new
strategies, trade or not their soldiers on our Secondary Market, and
acquire Sir Oxo's Grace if they haven't already equipped it. The Sir
Oxo Tournament will last 60 days.

7) Sir Oxo's Treasure:

The winner between the winner of Heaven of the Ascended and
Earth of the Fallen faces off in a final duel. The winner takes the Sir
Oxo tournament and its Treasure, worth $1,000,000. Payment is
made in stable USDC USDT coins of the player's choice, issued on
the Polygon blockchain.

In addition to rewarding the tournament winner, we have allocated
2% of the OXLT Token for the Sir Oxo tournament.

The Heaven of Ascendants Land of the Fallen Timing

Phase 1 X 5 days

Repos 5 days

Phase 2 X 5 days

Phase 3 X 5 days

Repos 5 days

Phase 4 X 5 days

Phase 5 X 5 days

Repos 5 days

Phase 6 X 5 days

Phase 7 X 5 days

Repos 5 days

Phase 8 X 5 days

Repos 5 days

Phase 9 Challenge of the Fallen 5 days

Repos 5 days

Phase 10 The Grand Final
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 XI) Roadmap

1) Roadmap Phase 1

We presented each of the elements making up our Phase 1. We
have drawn up this one-year Roadmap to prepare the Metaverse.
Our main objective is to establish a solid foundation for the project.
In addition, additional elements may be added to the project, and
we will communicate about these.

2) Next

In 2024, we'll lay a solid foundation for our ecosystem by
introducing our tokens, games, NFTs, and launching our very first
community tournament. The following year, in 2025, we aim to
enhance the user experience with the launch of three distinct
mobile games. In addition, this year will see the unveiling of our
long-awaited Metaverse, accompanied by innovative games,
propelling Oxelta to new heights. These strategic milestones will
mark our continued evolution, highlighting our commitment to
innovation and creating an unforgettable experience for our
community.

Q1 - 2024

Private Sales

Communication
Air Drop

Q2 - 2024

ICO

OXLT on DEX

Whitelist NFT

NFT Sales 1

Q3 - 2024

Reveal NFT + Oxo Warrior

secondary market

Mobile app

Flappy OXO

NFT Sales 2

Rocket OXO

Q4 - 2024
Sir OXO’s Tournament

OXELTA Event

2024 The foundation of the ecosystem

2025 Mobile games

2026 Metaverse and its games
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3) Financial Roadmap:

The aim of this section is to describe Oxelta's management of the
main investments required to ensure the solid development of the
project.

We have drawn up this Roadmap to ensure a logical and coherent
progression for the company. Starting with the ICO, part of the
funds will be allocated to structuring the company, recruiting and
marketing the Oxelta project.

We're starting this project with a team, a promising idea and solid
foundations. The private sale plays a key role in initiating work on
the application, which represents a major challenge, while helping
to raise the project's profile.

The ICO, on the other hand, is designed to finance the entirety of
Phase 1, which forms the basis of the project prior to the launch of
the Metaverse. It also provides a solid structure for the company.

Finally, the sale of NFTs is intended to finance the development of
the Metaverse and its games, a colossal task requiring considerable
resources.

Oxelta is taking a structured and logical approach to its evolution,
using different stages to cover the specific needs of the project at
each phase of its development.

We have

Private Sales

ICO

NFT OXO Warriors

Primary/Secondary market

Private Sale
Communication

Application

ICO

Liquidity OXLT

Launch app

P2E Mobile

Sir OXO’s Tournament

Metaverse

NFT Metaverse & Games
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 X) Team & Partners

Oxelta is built on a team and key partnerships. We have brought
together trusted professionals and organizations around the same
vision to achieve our ambitious goals.

1) Team

Thomas Galante - CEO

Thomas is the man behind Oxelta. He laid the
foundations and the vision for the project, and is
now in charge of the strategy and management of
the resources that will be put in place to bring it to
fruition.

Eugène Lacaton - COO

Eugène works closely with Thomas. In charge of
organizing and coordinating the various
stakeholders, he supports Thomas in
implementing Oxelta's strategy.

Laiken - Artistic Director

Adrien is Oxelta's chief artist. He's in charge of
imagining Oxelta's entire graphic universe. His
talent brings the project to life graphically.

Léon - Graphic Designer

Léon is one of Oxelta's artists. With pop-culture
as his reference, he is in charge of imagining all
Oxelta assets. He is the creator of the Oxo Warrior,
artifacts and packs, as well as the OXLT visuals.

Adrien Lemaire - Collab Manager

Adrien is in charge of giving visibility to the Oxelta
project. This ranges from making calls about the
project in dedicated spaces to forming
partnerships with other Web 3 projects.

Ilan - Collab Manager

Illan is in charge of finding the most relevant
collaborations for the project. This ranges from
finding direct collaborations with other projects.
He also finds the best spokespeople and
ambassadors for Oxelta.

Luidji - Community Manager

Luidji is in charge of bringing our community to
life on X on a daily basis. He'll be in charge of
federating, animating and responding to the
community throughout the day (and night).
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Stephen - Manager Discord

Stephen is a Discord expert. His job is to make
sure Discord runs smoothly, and to keep the
community entertained on our server.

SMOOTHY LABS - Video game studio

Smoothy Labs is a video game studio specializing
in the play-to-earn concept. They are currently
Oxelta's partners, supporting us in the
development of our first games, Flappy Oxo and
Rocket Oxo.

HARBOR 3 - Consulting maketing

Specialized in Web3 marketing, Harbor3 works
with our team to implement an effective
marketing strategy to make the project known to
as many people as possible.

SMART CHAIN - Technical developers

Smart chain is an IT development company.
Specializing in the Polygon blockchain, Oxelta's
outsourced CTOs are responsible for all technical
aspects (smart contracts, marketplace, etc.).

NETCORD - Community management

Community management specialist Oxelta on
Discord to energize and federate the community.

2) Key Partners 3) Partners
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 XI) Annexe

1) Tokens table :

OXLT allocation:

*Cliff and vesting are in months.

Name Quantity % Cliff Unlock at TGE Vesting

Private Sale 500M 5% 6 0% 10

ICO 1 000M 10% 0-4 25% 0-8

Liquidity 1 200M 12% - 100% -

Airdrop Early 300M 3% 2 100% 10

Sir OXO Tournament 200M 2% 6 - 6

Blocking Plan 1 000M 10% - 5% 20

P2E Reward 2 500M 25% 1 - 50

Marketing & Commu. 1 000M 10% - 5% 20

Team 800M 8% 16 - 32

Treasury 1 500M 15% 12 - 48

Total 10 000M 100%

Allocation OXLT :
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P&E Rewards
25%

Treasury
15%

Liquidity
12%

ICO
10%

Blocking Plan
10%

Marketing& Community
10%

Team
8%

Private Sale
5%

Airdrop Early
3%

Sir OXO Tournament
2%



Token release 12 month :

Category Publique 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 TOTAL

ICO 250M - - 66,66M 66,66M 110,4M 110,4M 110,4M 110,4M 43,75M 43,75M 43,75M 43,75M 1000M

Liquidity 1200M 1200M

Private Sale 300M

Aidrop Early 300M

Sir OXO

Tournament
33,3M

Blocking Plan 50M 50M 50M 50M 50M 50M 50M 50M 50M 50M 50M 50M 50M 650M

P&E Reward - 50M 50M 50M 50M 50M 50M 50M 50M 50M 50M 50M 550M

Marketing &

Community
50M 50M 50M 50M 50M 50M 50M 50M 50M 50M 50M 50M 50M 650M

Team - 25M 25M 25M 25M 25M 25M 150M

Treasury -

Circulating supply 1550M 1650M 1800M 2116M 2433M 2793M 3054M 3389M 3725M 3993M 4295M 4564M 4833M

Circulating supply % 15,50% 16,5% 18% 21,17% 24,33% 27,94% 30,54% 33,90% 37,25% 39,94% 42,96% 45,56% 48,33%
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Token release 5 years :

Catégorie Année 1 Année 2 Année 3 Année 4 Année 5 TOTAL

ICO 1000M - - - - 1000M

Liquidity 1200M - - - - 1200M

Private Sale 300M 200M - - - 500M

Aidrop Early 300M - - - - 300M

Sir OXO Tournament 200M - - - - 200M

Blocking Plan 650M 350M - - - 1000M

P&E Reward 550M 600M 600M 600M 150M 2500M

Marketing & Community 650M 350M - - - 1000M

Team - 200M 300M 300M - 800M

Cashflow - 375M 375M 375M 375M 1500M

Token Unlocked/Month 4850M 2075M 1275M 1275M 525M 10000M

Circulating supply 1650M 2116M 2433M 2793M 10000M

Circulating supply % 16,5% 21,17% 24,33% 27,94% 100%
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Token realease 5 years :

ICO Liquidity Private Sale Airdrop Early Sir OXO Tournament Blocking Plan P&E Reward
Marketing & Community Team Cashflow

12 24 336 48 60
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Release Private Sale & ICO :

Release Shedule
Unlock at

TGE
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Private Sale 50M 50M 50M 50M 50M 50M 50M 50M 50M 50M

P1 43,75M 43,75M 43,75M 43,75M 43,75M 43,75M 43,75M 43,75M 43,75M

P2 66,6M 66,6M 66,6M 66,6M 66,6M 66,6M 66,6M

TGE 250M

Total 250M 66,6M 110,4M 110,4M 110,4M 160,4M 160,4M 160,4M 93,7M 93,7M 93,7M 50M 50M 50M 50M

Cumulated 250M 250M 250M 316M 383M 493M 604M 764M 925M 1018M 1112M 1206M 1300M 1350M 1400M 1450M 1500M

% Supply 2,5% 2,5% 2,5% 3,17% 3,83% 4,94% 6,04% 7,65% 9,25% 10,19% 11,13% 12,06% 13% 13,5% 14% 14,5% 15%

Allocation Private Sale & ICO :

Private Sale
33.3%

P2
26.7%

P1
23.3%

TGE
16.7%

Private Sale P1 P2 TGE
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Release Private Sale & ICO :

Release Shedule Publique 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

ICO 250M 66,6M 66,6M 110,4M 110,4M 110,4M 110,4M 43,75M 43,75M 43,75M 43,75M

Private Sale 50M 50M 50M 50M 50M 50M

Airdrop Early 30M 30M 30M 30M 30M 30M 30M 30M 30M 30M

Sir OXO Tournament 33,33M 33,33M 33,33M 33,33M 33,33M 33,33M

P2E Reward 50M 50M 50M 50M 50M 50M 50M 50M 50M 50M 50M

Marketing & Community 50M 50M 50M 50M 50M 50M 50M 50M 50M 50M 50M 50M 50M

Team

Unlocked/month 300M 50M 100M 196M 196M 240M 273M 323M 323M 257M 257M 257M 223M

Circulating Supply 300M 350M 450M 646M 843M 1083M 1357M 1681M 2005M 2262M 2519M 2776M 3000M

Token max. send 4,5M 5,3M 6,8M 9,8M 12,7M 16,4M 20,6M 25,5M 30,4M 34,3M 38,3M 42,2M 45,6M

% token send 0,45% 0,53% 0,68% 0,98% 1,28% 1,64% 2,06% 2,55% 3,05% 3,44% 3,83% 4,22% 4,56%

Cumulate % send 0,45% 0,98% 1,66% 2,64% 3,92% 5,57% 7,63% 10,18% 13,23% 13,67% 20,50% 24,72% 29,28%
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Allocation token Sir OXO Tournament :

Nbr. duel Token/Victory Token/duel

Phase 1

524 288 0 0%

262 144 19,07 2,5%

131 072 38,15 2,5%

65 536 76,29 2,5%

32 768 152,59 2,5%

Phase 2

507 904 0 2,5%

253 952 19,69 2,5%

126 976 39,38 2,5%

63 488 78,76 2,5%

31 744 157,51 2,5%

Phase 3

16 384 305,18 2,5%

8 192 610,35 2,5%

4 096 1220,70 2,5%

2 048 2441,41 2,5%

1 024 4882,81 2,5%

Phase 4

31 744 157,51 2,5%

15 872 315,02 2,5%

7 936 630,04 2,5%

3 968 1260,08 2,5%

1 984 2520,16 2,5%

Nbr. duel Token/Victory Token/duel

Phase 5

512 9765,63 2,5%

256 19531,25 2,5%

128 39062,50 2,5%

64 78125 2,5%

32 156250 2,5%

Phase 6

1488 3360,22 2,5%

744 6720,43 2,5%

372 13440,86 2,5%

186 26881,72 2,5%

93 53763,44 2,5%

Phase 7

16 312500 2,5%

8 625000 2,5%

4 1250000 2,5%

2 2500000 2,5%

1 5000000 2,5%

Phase 8

62 80645,16 2,5%

31 161290,32 2,5%

16 312500 2,5%

8 625000 2,5%

4 1250000 2,5%

Phase 9
2 2500000 2,5%

1 500000000 2,5%

Finale 1 0 0
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2) Player titles

Titles are non-transferable NFTs that remain visually hidden and
are unlocked only when players complete the challenges associated
with each title. They are awarded directly to players' Oxelta
accounts. Titles serve to demonstrate players' commitment to the
Oxelta project. Upon receipt of a title, we also offer downloadable
Twitter and Discord banners to personalize your profiles. What's
more, the first 10 players to get all the titles on their Oxelta
account will win a special reward.

The Fortune This title is offered to each person who participates
in the ICO and the private sale.

The Shepherd This title is offered to every person who has
sponsored two people during the ICO.

The Determined This title is offered to every person who participated
in the AirDrop and won a Token reward.

The savant
This title is offered to every person who has won the
White List title and who has taken advantage of it by
buying a cheaper status.

The GodFather This title is offered when your godchildren buy 50
statuses via our link.

The Collector This title is offered to everyone who has 50 oxo
Warriors in their account at the same time.

The faceless
This title is offered to everyone who has an Oxo
Warrior from each family in their account at the
same time.

The Valiant This title is offered to every person who has
completed 1000 games of Flappy Oxo

The trainer This title is offered to every person who finishes in
the Top 10 in the weekly competitions.

The Traveler This title is offered to anyone who has played 1,000
games of Rocket Oxo.

The Explorer This title is offered to everyone who finishes in the
Top 10 in weekly competitions.

The Banker This title is offered to anyone who has kept
10,000,000 OXLT in their Oxelta account for 30 days.

The duelist Win 20 duels in the Sir OXO Tournament

The legend Have an Oxo Warrior in the Sir Oxo Tournament in
phase 7 and 8.

The merchant
This title is offered to every person who has bought
100 Oxo Warriors in the market and sold 100 Oxo
Warriors in the market.

The Winner Wins 50 auctions for an Oxo Warrior
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3) Legal note: Private Sale and ICO

1. Applicable Jurisdiction Clause

Applicable Jurisdiction and Venue Clause

This White Paper is governed by French law and, in the event of any
dispute arising out of or in connection with the terms of this document or
the ICO, the parties will endeavor to reach an amicable resolution. Failing
amicable resolution, and unless otherwise provided by mandatory
provisions of European Union law or French law, in particular as regards
consumer protection, the courts of Lyon, France, will have jurisdiction to
deal with such disputes.

For participants qualified as consumers, in accordance with the provisions
of Regulation (EU) No. 1215/2012, also known as the Brussels I bis
Regulation, it is recognized that jurisdiction clauses may not restrict the
rights they hold to bring an action before the courts of their place of
habitual residence.

This clause aims to clarify the management of disputes while fully
respecting consumers' rights as established by applicable laws and
regulations.

2. Warning of the risks associated with the unregulated nature of
ICOs
 
We invite you to take part in a private sale and then in our ICO to develop
a new Play to Earn game, with a view to its future integration in a
Metaverse environment that will be enriching for our users. This project
aims to combine entertainment and economic opportunities within an
innovative digital ecosystem.

Although our offer is legally and diligently structured, it is important to
note that we have not sought optional AMF approval. That said, we
rigorously adhere to all customary standards and legal requirements,
including the implementation of a reliable KYC (Know Your Customer)
process. 
We are committed to providing you with transparent and accurate
information to enable you to make an informed decision. However, it is
essential to bear in mind that an ICO involves risks and does not
guarantee the success of the project. We advise investing only funds
whose potential loss would not affect your overall financial stability, both
in and out of the game."

3. ESG commitments 

Commitment to Sustainability and ESG Criteria 
We recognize the importance of environmental, social and governance
(ESG) criteria and are committed to integrating these fundamental
principles into the development and operation of our Play to Earn game.
We will strive to follow best practice in sustainability and social
responsibility, and are committed to communicating openly about our
actions and progress in these areas via our website and other
communication channels. 

We are also aware of the environmental impact of blockchain technology
and have selected the Polygon blockchain for its more energy-efficient
Proof of Stake (PoS) consensus process compared with traditional Proof of
Work (PoW) consensus models. 
This decision reflects our commitment to reducing our project's carbon
footprint and our dedication to contributing to a more sustainable digital
gaming industry. 
Our team is committed to developing a detailed ESG framework and
setting clear targets to align with our community's expectations and
international sustainability standards.
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